Potential and pitfalls of sentinel node detection in breast cancer.
The last decade has seen the development of a minimally invasive technique to identify representative nodes--sentinel nodes--that reflect the tumor status of nodes in the axillary lymphatic basin draining a primary breast carcinoma. Sentinel lymph node dissection (SLND), originally developed as an alternative to elective complete lymph node dissection in patients with primary cutaneous melanoma, has been applied successfully to the management of patients with breast cancer. SLND holds promise as a staging technique to replace formal level I and II axillary lymph node dissection in selected patients with breast carcinoma, thus avoiding an unnecessary procedure that has no role in many patients with tumor-free axillae. Under way are two large randomized trials examining the role of SLND for the management of patients with invasive breast carcinoma. Even when tumor is detected in the sentinel node, a focused examination of this node may indicate whether or not completion axillary lymph node dissection is necessary. However, although SLND has great potential, its successful widespread use requires more stringent definition of the sentinel node and standardized guidelines for lymphatic mapping. Each institution must carefully assess the accuracy and consistency of results obtained by its multidisciplinary SLND team.